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AQUAFAB
Fabulous Aquatic Belt



Instruction Manual
Position the inflatable part of AquaFab on the back and secure the velco on the belly-
button. Don't blow up the two inner tubes completely, it has to be soft to the touch.
Help the velco adhere, always making sure that the kid feels comfortable. Once in the
water, let the kid start moving with the chin along the water (the water should lightly
touch the kid's mouth) and spur him immediately to swim using the doggy paddle style,
moving his arms (“digging” in the water) and legs (pedaling). If the balance is unstable,
take him by his hands and follow him through his movements, helping him to "dig" (so
much for 15-36 months children but also 3-6 years children who never attended
swimming lessons). After a few losses of balance, the kid will start swimming in
complete autonomy. As the kid start swimming with his chin out of the water, the two
inner tubes have to be deflated gradually. If the kid is floating too vertically, put
AquaFab on the waist so the legs can go up. If the kids is floating too horizontally (with
his feet going out of the water), AquaFab has to be positioned further up, just below
the armpit. The horizontal floating will start from 4 years onwards, when the kids
usually start swimming by moving the legs properly.
Material
100% PVC
 
This product is not a life vest, therefore children must always be under surveillance of
a swimming instructor or an adult able to swim. Suitable for children 12 months and
older, until 40 kg.
 
Instruction care
It is recommended to wash AquaFab before its use. It is sufficient to simply rinse it
under running water after use.
 
Warranty
2 years
 
Patented by Blufitness Aquawellnes ASD n. 402019000001278 Made in Italy
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